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Abstract 
 

Morphological and syntactic annotation of 
multi-token units confront several problems 
due to the concatenating nature of Persian 
script and so its orthographic variation. In the 
present paper, by the analysis of the different 
collocation types of the tokens, the 
compositional, non-compositional and semi-
compositional constructions are described and 
then, in order to explain these constructions, 
the static and dynamic multi-token units will be 
introduced for the non-generative and 
generative structures of the verbs, infinitives, 
prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs, adjectives 
and nouns. Defining the multi-token unit 
templates for these categories is one of the 
important results of this research. The findings 
can be input to the Persian Treebank generator 
systems. Also, the machine translation systems 
using the rule-based methods to parse the texts 
can utilize the results in text segmentation and 
parsing. 
 
 

1 Introduction 

Since in Arabic script-based languages such as 
Persian the script is exclusively written cursively 
and the different orthographic forms exist for most 
of the letters, the multi-token units (from now on 
MTUs) are usually written in concatenated or non-
concatenated ways. In the latter, a linguistic unit is 
considered as several words and consequently they 
get different part of speech (POS) tags in 
comparison with the concatenated case. This non-
integrity   in   the    POS   tagging causes    several  

 

problems in the generation of the Persian Treebank 
and the machine translation systems using the rule-
based methods to parse the texts, as well.  

Corpus-based identification and analysis for 
MTUs in Persian result in the creation of a 
segmentation subsystem in the Treebank and 
machine translation systems. In the present study, 
by utilizing the information existing in the POS-
tagged texts of the Contemporary Persian Corpus, 
we analyze the Persian static and dynamic MTUs 
for most of the major categories and show that how 
these MTUs can affect the Persian Treebank and 
machine translator generation process. 

The design and implementation of a system 
require the system inputs to be specified. Persian 
texts alongside their POS tags are considered as the 
input of a processing system. By using the 
segmentation and bracketing modules inside the 
system, the Persian Treebank can be generated as 
the output of the mentioned system. 

The Penn Treebank with more than 4.5 million 
words was based on the pioneering Brown Corpus 
and became the basis of the following studies. The 
Penn Treebank aimed at the word-level and 
phrase-level annotation of the texts. For the 
reasons of recoverability and consistency, the Penn 
Treebank project team pared down the Brown 
Corpus tagset to 48 tags (Marcus et al., 1993). 

A further difference between the Penn 
Treebank and the Brown Corpus concerns the 
significance accorded to syntactic context. That is, 
a word may get different POS tags in different 
syntactic contexts. The syntactic tagset of the Penn 
Treebank contains 14 tags including NP, ADJP, 
PP, VP, S and SBAR. In addition to the delineation 
of the phrasal boundaries in the Penn Treebank, 



any phrase can receive some more functional tags 
including syntactic, semantic and topicalization 
tags. 

One group of these functional tags is related to 
the adverbials being usually the VP adjuncts. For 
instance, the adverbial of manner (-MNR). 

Based on the Penn English Treebank, other 
Treebanks have emerged including the Penn 
Arabic Treebank. Although the framework of these 
Treebanks is the Penn English Treebank, having 
considered the Arabic and Hebrew language-
specific properties, some modifications have been 
fulfilled on the morphological and syntactic 
annotation methods. (Bies and Maamouri, 2003). 

In Iran, the last corpus produced by the 
Research Center for Intelligent Signal Processing 
(RCISP), is the Text Corpus of Contemporary 
Persian (from now on, abbreviated to Peykare) 
(Bijankhan et al., 2008).   

The organization of the present paper is as 
follows. In section 3, we introduce Peykare in brief 
and review its major (obligatory) and peripheral 
POS tags. Persian script problems are addressed in 
section 3 first and then the static and dynamic 
MTUs are described. Static MTU forming a closed 
category is the subject of section 4 where we 
discuss the MTUs in the major categories like 
verbs, infinitives, prepositions, conjunctions, 
adverbs, adjectives and nouns. In section 5, the 
dynamic MTUs are discussed. Concluding remarks 
follow in the last section. 

2 Introducing “Peykare” and Tagsets 

110 million words of the contemporary Persian 
language have been randomly chosen, from 
different sources, and with various sizes. 
Moreover, about ten million words were randomly 
selected and POS-tagged in Peykare. 
Different tagsets have been used in the corpora due 
to the language-specific considerations (Cloeren, 
1999). Four issues were taken into account in 
designing the Peykare morpho-syntactic tagset: 
word definition, morphology, homographs and 
goals. For fulfilling the goals, EAGLES Guidelines 
were used. One of the important goals was paving 
the way for tagging the syntactic phrases and 
generating the Persian Treebank. 

EAGLES Guidelines provide thirteen 
obligatory (major) categories, which are equivalent 
with the parts of speech in the traditional grammar. 

Also, for each major category, at the most, three 
peripheral attributes have been devised: 
Recommended, Generic and language-specific 
attributes (Leech and Wilson, 1996; Bijankhan et 
al., 2008). 

The major categories of Peykare are: Noun (N), 
Verb (V), Adjective (ADJ), Pronoun (PRO), 
Determiner (DET), Adverb (ADV), Preposition 
(PREP), Postposition (POSTP), Conjunction 
(CONJ), Numeral (NUM), Interjection (INT), 
Residual (RES), Classifier (CL) and Punctuation 
(PUNC). The above-mentioned major categories 
are the essential building blocks of the phrases. 

As mentioned before, one part of the peripheral 
categories is the recommended attributes. For 
instance, nouns have Common (COM), Proper 
(PR), Singular (SING) and Plural (PL) attributes 
and Pronouns own demonstrative (DEM) and 
indefinite (INDF) attributes. (For more tags refer to 
Bijankhan et. al, 2008). 

3 Persian Script Problems and          
Multi-Token Units (MTUs) 

In the present section we first show the Persian 
script problems which are related to the MTUs and 
then describe the MTU and its static and dynamic 
types. 

3.1 Persian Script and Its Problems 

After the Latin alphabet, Arabic alphabet is the 
second-most widely used one in the world. Non-
Semitic languages like Persian, Pashto and Urdu 
are written with the Arabic alphabet. Persian 
alphabet that is also called Perso-Arabic script has 
five more letters than standard Arabic:  ! [p], 
" [!], # ["], and $ [g] (Lazard, 1992) and %[#] 
(Hamze). Thus, the size of Persian alphabet adds 
up to 33 letters. It is exclusively written cursively 
from right to left. That is, the majority of letters in 
a word connect to each other. In Persian script, 25 
letters have four forms based on their positions in a 
chain of letters. They have isolated, initial, medial 
and final forms (Lazard, 1992). Hamze is also a 
joining letter. These 26 joining letters are: $%&'  &( 
&) &* &+ &, &- &. &/ &0 1%&2&  &3 &&4  5%&6  &7 &8 
&9 &: &; &< &=  %&>  and ?. Other letters which are 
called disjoint letters are: @ &A &B &C D%&E&  and F. 

Moreover, the Persian orthography allows some 
morphemes to appear as bound or free affixes 



before or after a morpheme (Megerdoomian, 
2000). Therefore, many words can be written as 
concatenated or non-concatenated. In the 
concatenated form, the initial or medial form of the 
first morpheme is joined to the medial or final 
form of the second morpheme. For instance, in the 
word !"#$"%& [ket'(-h')(books), the initial form $ of 
the morpheme *"%&[ket'() (book), is joined to the 
medial form # of the plural morpheme "+[h'), In 
the non-concatenated form, the space or Zero 
Width Non-Joiner (ZWNJ) character (shown as ‘|’) 
is inserted and the final form of the first morpheme 
is joined to the initial form of the second one:    
!"+!*"%& and *"%&-"+ . 

In the definition of word as a linguistic unit, 
there is not a consensus among the linguists, but it 
is possible to define the word in any language with 
an acceptable precision (Graff, 1929; Garvin, 
1954; Chomsky and Halle, 1968).  

In Persian texts, a word can be considered as a 
chain of letters which make up at least one free 
morpheme such that, regardless of its affixes and 
enclitics, last syllable bears stress. Typists 
intuitively and somehow unanimously can 
recognize words according to the above definition, 
like other literates. However, while typing texts, 
they do not separate words in the same manner 
even with following the Persian orthography which 
has been published by the Persian Academy of 
Language and Literature (PALL). The PALL 
supports the non-concatenated writing in Persian 
orthography if the ZWNJ character is inserted 
between building morphemes (Persian Academy of 
Language and Literature, 2005). 

The above-mentioned points about the Perso-
Arabic script and its several letter types are the 
major reasons for the emergence of the 
orthographic variation (Buckwalter, 2004). 

Suppose that each orthographic token is 
specified by a delimiter that is normally a space 
character or a punctuation mark. Also presume that 
a token can be a morpheme, a simple word, an 
inflection, a derivation or a compound. Therefore, 
a many-to-many relationship is created between an 
orthographic token and a linguistic unit. That is, an 
orthographic token may show one or several 
linguistic units. For example, the token ./0&, 
[kæzin] constitutes three linguistic units: a 
conjunction 1&, [ke], “that”, a preposition!23,[4æz], 
“from” and a pronoun ./3, [4in], “this”. This case is 
called a Multi Unit Token (MUT). On the other 

hand, a linguistic unit may be written as one or 
several tokens and get several POS tags in Peykare 
wrongly. This case is an instance of an MTU. 

3.2 MTUs in Persian 

If some tokens make up a linguistic unit unitedly, 
then we will have an MTU (Cloeren, 1999). In 
fact, MTUs are words that should have one POS 
tag. In Peykare, if an MTU is written as 
concatenated or with ZWNJ character (the 
recommendation of the PALL), it usually receives 
just one POS tag, e.g., !"#$%&'%, [bæn'bær4in], “so” 
has CONJ tag, 1$-5%67 , [besæXti], “hard, hardly” 
has ADV tag. But if these tokens are written with 
space character, then each token gets a separate 
POS tag, e.g., "8$ !./3!9$  is considered as three words 
and gets three tags: "8$ ,[bæn'), “basis”, (POS tag: 
N, COM, SING), 9$, [bær], “on”, (POS tag: PREP) 
and ./3, [4in], “this”, (PRO,DEM,SING) or !5%67!1$ 
is treated as two units and two tags: !1$, [be], “to”, 
(POS tag: PREP) and 5%67, [sæXti], “hardship”, 
(POS tag: N,COM,SING). (see section 3.1 for the 
POS tags). 

In Peykare, when some tokens are bound 
morphemes that cannot appear in the text alone and 
so get separate tags, e.g., plural morphemes( !"+ 
[h'):! ;"< [='t]), imperfective prefix(5> [mi]) or 
when the tokens constitute a collocation most of 
the times, e.g. !?3@7!1A9BCD, [doEærXe sæv'F), 
“biker”, !G@H!I"$, [b'J'!KLM), “overcoat”, the tokens 
are correctly tagged as a single unit. 

Before proceeding with the MTU problems, it 
is necessary to analyze the various types that the 
tokens may be collocated. Four types can be 
supposed for the collocated tokens. 

Type 1: each of the tokens has the 
morphological and semantic functions and the 
tokens together build a phrase. The meaning of the 
phrase is the sum of the meanings of the tokens. 
This is called a compositional construction, e.g.,              
N"$2?@%7D!*"%&!?D,  [dær ket'(-e dæsturzæb'O), “in 
the grammar book”, is a PP with compositional 
meaning. 

Type 2: the tokens constitute a phrase, but the 
phrase has its own morphological and semantic 
functions and the phrase meaning is not the 
composition of the meanings of the tokens. This is 
called a non-compositional construction, e.g., the 
complex predicates such as ND2!D3D, [d'P! QRPRO), 
(scream hitting), “to yell” and the adverb !ST39>!1$, 



[be mær!"#$%, (to stages), “by far”. 
Type 3: the tokens build a phrase that has both a 

compositional and a non-compositional meaning. 
As mentioned above, [be sæXti] is a PP with two 
tokens. This PP in (1) has a compositional meaning 
but in (2) has a non-compositional meaning and a  
semantic tag of the adverbial of manner (-MNR). 
(1)  &'()*&+,)-./0)12)3+0+0 

 [NP Sassan] [PP be sæXti][VP 4!dæt kærd] 
Sassan got used to the hardship 

(2) &'()5+()-./0)12)3+0+0 
[NP Sassan][PP-MNR be sæXti][VP k!6)7869% 
Sassan worked hard. 
 

Type 4: in this type, the tokens in a phrase can 
collocate with certain templates, but not 
completely freely, and create a compositional 
meaning that is similar to type 1 (compositional 
construction). However, at the same time, the 
phrase can also get a function tag and become like 
type 2 (non-compositional construction). We call 
this type semi-compositional construction. For 
instance, :';<)10 [se næfære] (threesome, by/for 
three persons), -=>?@():& [dæh kilu4i] (ten-kilo) 
which are phrases with adjectival function. 

In analyzing these types, we saw that the first 
type builds an open and generative class in Persian 
like other languages in that the tokens can freely 
collocate, so they are not considered as MTUs. 
Types 2, 3 and 4 which are related to the non-
compositional meaning, are involved in the MTU 
discussion. The 2nd type, being the non-
compositional construction, builds a closed set and 
is not generative. This type builds the compound 
words. These types of MTUs are static. That is, the 
whole phrase is considered as one unit with one 
morphological or syntactic tag. The internal 
syntactic structure may be hidden in some 
compound words like compound conjunctions and 
adverbs, but they are not hidden in complex 
predicates (section 4.1). The 3rd type that is related 
to the compositional and non-compositional 
constructions is the most problem raising type in 
tagging. In Peykare, this type is not considered as 
an MTU, so the tokens are POS-tagged 
independently. In this type, the frequency of the 
compositional construction is usually more than 
the non-compositional one. To bracket the non-
compositional construction, we can consider the 
phrase as the compositional case and in addition to 
that, assign a semantic tag to the whole phrase. For 

instance in (2), the adverb [be sæXti] is tagged the 
same as PP with a (-MNR) semantic tag: [PP-MNR  
be sæXti]. This type constitutes an open set and it 
is possible to define some templates for it. So they 
create the dynamic MTUs. In the cases where the 
non-compositional construction has more 
frequency, although the MTU is generative and 
dynamic, it is preferred to assign a single POS tag 
to the phrase and hide its internal structure.  

For tagging the 4th type which is semi-
compositional, we have two options. The first 
option is to consider the phrase as one word and 
assign it a POS tag, e.g., :';<)10, [se næfære], 
“threesome, by/for three persons”, is regarded as a 
single word with an ADJ or ADV tag. The second 
option is regarding the tokens as one phrase with a 
function tag. The first option is not suitable since it 
is in opposition with the language generativeness. 
The second option is preferred since it creates a 
dynamic and so a generative MTU. 

As we can see, not being able to segment the 
text by correctly phrasing the MTUs causes the 
Persian machine translation systems to confront 
troublesome problems in finding the correct target 
language counterparts. 

In the next two sections we describe the static 
and dynamic MTUs in more detail. 

4 Static MTUs 

In the previous section it was mentioned that the 
static MTUs build a closed set in Persian and are 
non-compositional having separate entries in the 
lexicon. This class of MTUs (except CPRs) by 
being non-generative and closed do not pose grave 
problems for machine translation systems. In this 
section we describe these MTUs. 

4.1 Complex Predicates(CPRs) 

The linguists and language engineers confront 
serious problems in the analysis of Persian CPR in 
Lexicalist frameworks and need to claim that 
Persian CPRs are instances of idioms, receiving a 
separate entry in the lexicon complete with their 
syntactic structure (Karimi, 2005). Persian CPR 
cannot be considered a lexical unit since its non-
verbal (NV) element and light verb (LV) may be 
separated by a number of elements (Karimi, 1992). 
In Folli et al. (2005), it is argued that the 
conflicting properties of Persian CPR can be easily 



accommodated in a non-Lexicalist theory such as 
distributed morphology, where all interpretation 
occurs post-syntactically and employing Hale and 
Keyser’s (1993, 2002) model, the provided 
structures of this model translate naturally to 
Persian CPR. For instance, the syntactic structure 
of an inchoative CPR like !"#$%&"'(, [bid!r "odan], 
(awake becoming), “to wake up”, quoted from 
Karimi (2005) is shown in (3). 
(3) [vP [AdjP [DP Kimea] [Adj bid!"##$%&$'()## 

The NV element of a CPR can be PP e.g., !"#$%!&'
#$%&, [be donj( !'()(*+,- ./0-1023)- 40'5*67,- 8/0-
be born”, Particle, adjective, noun, predicative 
noun e.g., )*+, #9:;< , [-ekæst Xordæn], (defeat 
colliding), “to be defeated” and predicative 
adjective (Karimi, 1997). The verb ["odæn] is used 
in passive and unaccusative structures. Light verbs 
can also be used as main verbs. The NV element 
and LV of a CPR are separate tokens in syntactic 
level. Both the simple and light verbs are annotated 
as the head of a vP and other constituents are 
located inside a predicate phrase (PredP) in a vP.  

The compound infinitives such as =>#9?@-AB , 
[neg!C-D(2)(*+,-.300k doing), “to look” are tagged 
as compound nouns. In bracketing, a compound 
infinitive is tagged as a noun phrase. This is 
contrary to the English Penn Treebank where the 
infinitive is tagged as a VP and it gets a syntactic 
function tag (nominal) (-NOM) (Bies et al., 1995). 

Although most of the complex predicates build 
an open set in Persian, it is possible to define static 
MTU verbal templates for some less frequent 
CPRs with LVs such as EFGH, ["ostæn], (to wash) 
and #$IJ, [Kidæn], (to arrange), although it is not 
recommended.  

4.2 Compound Prepositions and 
Compound  Conjunctions 

The compound prepositions (CPREPs) and 
compound conjunctions (CCONJs) are probably 
the most frequent MTUs in Persian. In languages 
like English, some words can be used as a 
preposition (P) or a conjunction (CONJ), e.g., 
after, before. (Bies et al., 1995). In Persian, a 
number of CPREPs  and CCONJs are somehow 
alike, the CCONJs having the additional words $!'&
)*, [Linke], “this that” or )*$!+, [L!nke], “that that”, 
e.g., )*$!'&$%,-.$)(, [be X!ter-e Lin ke], “because”. 
The simple Ps that can be incorporated with nouns 
and create the CPREPs are [dær], [be], [b!], [Læz] 

and [bær]. They do not take genitive ending /-e/     
( POS tag: EZ) and having the [-V, -N] features are 
considered as “true” Ps (Samiian, 1991).  
There is not a consensus about the CPREPs. The 
CPREPs constituted of a P and an N, are similar to 
PPs, but there are several morphological and 
syntactic evidences that show they are different 
(Abolhassani, 2006). One group of CPREPs 
includes two Ps e.g, [æz bær!j-e], “for”. The other 
group has two properties: 1) The Ps have large 
frequency in language and also concatenated forms  
in Peykare, and 2) they behave differently from 
similar PPs. For instance, [be væsile-je], “by”, [be 
Moz], “except” and [be Lellæt-e], “because of”. 
These CPREPs must be tagged as one P. Ps in a 
language build a closed set. In Peykare we found 
38 CPREPs, but based on the above-mentioned 
properties there are about 105 CPREPs in Persian. 
Some of them e.g., [be Lellæt-e], “because of”, are 
incorrectly tagged as MUTs (PREP, 
N,COM,SING,EZ), while they are just Ps.  
There are about 130 CCONJs in Persian e.g., 
[ægær Ke], “although” and [æz heng!m-i ke], 
“since”. Multi-token CONJs in Persian are in fact, 
the subordinating CONJs. We established two 
structures, static and dynamic, for these MTUs in 
Persian. In static structure, the CCONJ is 
considered as one unit and is located as the head of 
a CP like the single CONJ [ke], “that”, e.g., [CP 
[b! Lin voMud [vP…] and [CP ægær Ke [vP…]]. In 
section 5.2, we discuss the dynamic multi-token 
conjunctions. 

4.3 Compound Adverbs 

Compound adverbs (CADVs) usually consist of 
one preposition and one or two nouns. It is 
important to have in mind that if such a collocation 
is compositional, it is better not to call it a 
compound adverb, because we have reduced a 
generative structure to a single morphological 
category. In Persian, some CADVs have large 
frequency e.g., [dær v!NeL], “really” has 1472. 
There are about 80 CADVs in Peykare, e.g, [be 
LeXtes!r], “briefly”, [be Xubi], “well” and [dær 
næh!O(/+,- 8P5*Q33RST- U5*4V- Q- *W'XV2- 0P- YYZ- 4Q*-
function as adverbs dynamically, we discuss such 
cases in 5.3. 

4.4 Compound Adjectives 



One group of multi-token adjectives consists of 
two tokens, ADJ + N, e.g, !"#$%&'(), [ger!n 
"ejmæt], “expensive”. Some prefixes such as 
[mij!n], “mid-”, [zir], “under-”, attached to other 
ADJs build compound adjectives (CADJs) and so 
is the prefix [#ebh-e], “semi-, -like”, e.g, [#ebh-e 
do:læt-i], “semi-governmental”. Other CADJs 
consist of ADJs + Past Participles, e.g., [gærm! 
zæde], (heat hit), “suffering from heatstroke”. 
These MTUs are POS tagged correctly in Peykare. 
The preposition [be] plus some nouns create 
CADJs, but in Peykare are POS-tagged separately, 
e.g., [be $!], (to place), “suitable”. 

By the analysis of Pekare, it was found that the 
MTUs building a closed set of adjectives and being 
used in non-compositional constructions are taken 
as CADJ and POS-tagged correctly. Many 
adjectives are formed generatively by the bound 
prefixes [b!-], “-ful” and [bi-], “-less”, e.g., [b! 
de""æt], “careful”. These MTUs get the ADJ tag in 
Peykare. In section 5.4, dynamic adjectival MTUs 
are discussed. 

4.5 Compound Nouns 

Another group of MTUs is the compound nouns 
(CNs). They are POS-tagged correctly in Peykare, 
most of the times. 

The compound nouns in Persian may be neither 
closed nor static. In section 5.5, we have analyzed 
some of them. 

5 Dynamic MTUs 

Most of the Multi-token words being as compound 
categories are treated as one unit with one POS tag, 
and their internal syntactic structures are usually 
hidden. In this section, we discuss the MTUs 
which constitute an open and generative class in 
Persian and it is possible to define particular 
templates for them. By the definition of such 
templates, the parsers can mark the syntactic 
phrases more precisely so that the Persian language 
machine translation systems can use the syntactic 
and semantic tags to find the exact target language 
counterparts. 

5.1 Verbs and Infinitives 

To define such templates, for each LV in the 
lexicon database, the NV elements are extracted 

and inserted in tables which are related as one-to-
many to the LV tables. For instance, the template 
for the verb [%!værdæn] which is derived from 
Peykare is shown in (4). 

(4) [vP [PredP  x ] [v %!værdan] 
&'(')*+',-.+'/0123456+'//7 
N={%!b, b!1+'dælil, $!, ho$um, forud, pædid, 
fær!80m, ræ%j, t!9+'-:;!<+';!16-+'=6#!1+'%3<!>+'
%ozr, bæh!>6+'1?.+'2æ#rif, ræhm, dæv!<7 
Adj={gerd, kæm} 
Particle={b!@+'9:1+'-:1+'9:1+'931?>+'A!.3>+'A3#+'
foru} 
PP={ be $!(j), be Bæng, be hes!9+'96'C!261+'96'
Xæ#m, be Xod, be dær, be dærd, be dæst, be ruj-e 
k!1+'96 zæb!>+'96'#D<01+'96'#?1+'96'E:8>6+'96'
%æmæl, be kæf, be mij!>+'96'>:@:1+'96';:$-+'96'
vo$ud, be hæmr!8+'96'8?#+'96'.!-7 

These templates can help the Persian machine 
translation systems in the segmentation of the 
complex predicates. 

As we saw in section 4.1, the multi-token verbs 
and infinitives are the CPRs and most of them 
constitute an open set in Persian, so they are 
somehow generative. An LV such as FGHI, 
[kærdæn], has completely lost its main verb usage 
and is used vastly in making verbs of the new 
imported nouns like fax, email, post, format and 
click, e.g., FGHI'JKL,  [fæks kærdan], “to fax”. 

The other dynamic MTU verbal template that 
can be defined is the passive construction with the 
auxiliary verb &*+, [#odæn], “to become”. These 
constructions can also be considered as CPR 
(Karimi, 2005). Therefore, the past participle, 
derived from a transitive verb, together with 
[#odæn], builds a dynamic MTU vebal template, 
e.g., *,'%-*+%-*#*, [dide #ode %ænd], “they have been 
seen”. 

5.2 Prepositions and Conjunctions 

The tokens such as [("æbl/pi#) æz], “before” and 
[(bæ%d/pæs) æz)], “after”, cannot be considered as 
one unit, because their internal constituents can be 
coordinated, e.g., ["æbl va bæ%d az zohr], “before 
and after noon”. Contrary to the Penn English 
Treebank where all the multi-word prepositions 
such as because of, have flat structures and are 
considered as a single P, we regard this kind of 
multi-token prepositions as two PPs (5). 
(5) MNOPQ'RQ'STU 

[PP-TMP "æbl [PP %æz [NP %en"el!9VVV 



“before the revolution” 
Since the multi-token prepositions are static and 

build a closed set, we cannot define a useful MTU 
prepositional template. For the MTU conjunctional 
template about 40 compound prepositions can 
collocate with [!in ke], “this that” and [!"n ke], 
“that that” and create conjunctions. Also, some PPs 
plus the conjunction [ke], “that” build 
conjunctions. In bracketing, they are considered as 
complements of the PPs (6). 
(6) #$%&'(#)*+#$, or $-#)*+#.'(#$, 

[PP-PRP be !in !ellæt [CP ke [vP …]]] 
[PP-PRP be !ellat-e !in [CP ke [vP …]]] 
“because” 

These subordinating conjunctions can be used 
in sentential/verbal adjuncts, adjuncts or 
complements of nouns, predicates, complements of 
PPs and CPREPs. 

5.3 Adverbs 

In this section, we define and analyze the MTU 
adverbial templates. Many PPs building the 
dynamic MTUs can function as adverbs. One 
template consists of PPs having a PREP and a 
N,COM,SING, e.g., [be nærmi], “gently”, [b" /ur o 
/o:0], “enthusiastically”. These are adverbials of 
manner, so they are bracketed as PPs with a 
semantic function tag (-MNR) e.g., [PP-MNR be 
nærmi], but if they are written as concatenated, 
they are tagged as an adverbial phrase, e.g., 

$,12345 ,[ADVP-MNR benærmi]. As mentioned 
before, these constructions can also be 
compositional. The POS tags in Peykare do not 
help us to determine the semantic tags precisely. 
So, a manual correction is needed in Persian 
Treebank generation. 

Another template consists of PPs with manner 
function. The tokens include [be (to:r-e/tærz-
e//ekl-e/gune-je/no:!-e/suræt-e//ive-je)], “in a … 
way/manner”, and an adjectival phrase, e.g., [be 
/ekl-e X"67089":7-!i], “extraordinarily”. These are 
also bracketed as PPs with a semantic function tag 
(-MNR). 

5.4 Adjectives 

One of the MTU adjectival templates is related to 
the composition of prepositions as prefixes and 
other constituents. One group consists of prefixes 
such as [æz pi//0æbl], “pre-” plus N plus the past 

participle [/ode], “become”, e.g., ;<=#.>>?@#ABC#D(, [æz 
0æbl tæ!jin /ode], “predetermined”. Another prefix 
is [æz Xod], “self”, that together with another 
adjective builds a compound adjective, e.g., !"#$!%&
'(&), [æz Xod r"zi], “self-satisfied”. When these 
tokens are written as concatenated, they receive 
ADJ tag in Peykare. In bracketing, we analyzed 
these MTUs as simple adjectives. 

As mentioned in 3.2, one of the most generative 
compounds is related to the semi-compositional 
constructions which consist of a number (NUM) 
plus a residual (RES). 

Another group consists of prefixes [0"bel-e], “-
able, -ible” and [0ejr-e 0"bel-e], “un-, -in___-able, 
-ible”, e.g., [0ejr-e 0"bel-e b"EF6GH#IJKL79M7ENL97OP 

Some adjectives are formed by adding the 
adjective-maker suffix [-i] to the infinitive, e.g.,    
2&QRS#.>,#D(, [æz bejn ræftæn-i], “destructible”. 

5.5 Nouns 

As mentioned in 4.5, most of the multi-token 
nouns were tagged correctly in Peykare. In this 
section we define some of the MTU nominal 
templates. Some compound nouns can be very 
generative. If the second noun is [X"ne], “house” 
or [foru/], “sale”, e.g., )&"*+,$!# ,[d"ru X"ne], 
“drugstore”, -#).!/,01, [ket"b foru/], “bookseller”.  
Also CNs consisting of a preposition as prefix plus 
a noun or the past/present stem, e.g., 2$&")3!-43, 
[pi/ pærd"Xt], “prepayment”, 5%)6!73, [pæs lærze], 
“aftershock”. 
Some are less generative such as when the first 
noun is always without genitive ending   [-e] 
(kæsre-ez"fe)( POS tag: EZ) and the second noun 
may function as a subjective suffix, e.g., [d"r], “-
ist, owner”, e.g., )&"!*+,$#)&", [d"ruX"ne d"r], 
“pharmacist”. 
Some compound nouns are generated from 
compound adjectives plus noun-maker suffix [-i], 
e.g., '809:;!"#$!%&, [æz Xod gozæ/te-gi], 
“selflessness”. These MTUs are considered as one 
morphological category. 

So there is no need to add these CNs in the 
lexicon if we have a good analyzer and these 
compounds are compositional.  

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we analyzed the morphological and 
syntactic annotation of the MTUs. Due to the 



concatenation nature of the Persian script, the 
orthographic variation (Lazard, 1992; Buckwalter, 
2004) and the existence of both compositional and 
non-compositional constructions for some tokens 
that results in different POS and syntactic tags, and 
also the semi-compositional constructions for 
tokens, two kind of MTUs, static and dynamic, 
were defined and applied to the verbs, infinitives, 
prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs, adjectives and 
nouns. 

The static MTUs are related to the non-
generative and non-compositional constructions 
that comprise closed sets. They are normally 
tagged as one category, except for CPRs (Karimi, 
2005; Folli et al., 2005).  In bracketing the 
generative compositional constructions, in order 
not to reduce the syntactic phrases to 
morphological categories, the MTU templates are 
defined wherever possible, i.e., the compositional 
construction of a phrase is kept unchanged most of 
the times, and the whole phrase receives a 
syntactic or semantic function tag. However, in 
some compositional and semi-compositional 
constructions, the whole phrase gets one POS tag, 
so inevitably its internal structure is hidden. 

The machine translation systems using the rule-
based methods to parse the texts can also utilize 
the results which are directly related to text 
segmentation. Also we saw that how the 
approaches to dealing with MTUs, influence the 
generation of Persian Treebanks (Bies et al., 1995; 
Bies and Maamouri, 2003; Marcus et al., 1993; 
Santorini and Marcinkiewicz, 1991; Sima’an et al, 
2001).  
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